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Abstract—In order to improve the video quality, reduce the 

number of video jams, and improve the video transcoding rate, a 

new personalized distribution algorithm of VR short video 

content based on artificial neural network is proposed. BP neural 

network is used to compress the original video and determine the 

execution mode and cache location of VR short video cache file; 

Transcoding cached high bit rate VR short video stream to 

generate low bit rate video stream to meet the needs of different 

network bandwidth; Build a video distribution model, and build 

a multicast distribution tree based on this model, that is, add 

some relay servers to minimize the video distribution cost; 

Finally, through the algorithm of minimizing the distribution 

cost of VR short video, the bandwidth loss and response delay are 

effectively reduced to achieve the goal of minimizing the 

distribution cost. The experimental results show that the video 

blocking times of this method are always less than six times, 

which effectively reduces the video blocking times. The PSNR 

value is high, the increase is large, up to 0.5, and the video 

transcoding rate is improved, up to 92%. 

Keywords—Artificial neural network; VR short video; BP 

neural network; video cache; cost optimization 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the rapid development of network information 
technology, people rely more and more on the Internet and 
smart phones for entertainment. The emergence of various 
short video applications has met the needs of users for 
fragmented reading, social interaction and personalized 
expression, but problems have also arisen [1, 2]. At present, the 
short video industry is still in the rapid development stage. In 
view of the current situation of the industry environment, it is 
necessary to analyze the environment of the short video 
distribution platform to provide a reference solution to the 
problem. Traditional wireless network access and transmission 
modes are single, and usually rely on network infrastructure 
such as base stations and core networks to provide services. 
Once network congestion or force majeure occurs, users will 
not be able to obtain corresponding services [3, 4]. In this 
context, the growing user demand for content services and the 
limited network carrying capacity have become the main 
contradiction restricting the development of video. In order to 
meet the requirements of high quality and low latency for the 
development of short video, and reduce the network load at the 

same time, it is important to study the personalized distribution 
method of short video content. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Literature [5] proposed an online short video content 
distribution method based on federated learning. First, based 
on the federated learning method, the user group interest vector 
prediction algorithm is proposed by training the interest 
prediction model using the user group's local album data, and 
the user group interest vector representation is obtained; Then, 
with the user group's interest vector as the input, the 
corresponding short video content distribution strategy is 
designed in real time based on the combined confidence upper 
bound algorithm. The experimental results show that the short 
video content distribution strategy can effectively improve the 
accuracy of short video distribution, and help to improve the 
profits of video content providers. Literature [6] proposed a 
video distribution method based on QoE awareness. According 
to the characteristics of optical wireless fusion network 
structure, considering link state information and scalable video 
coding structure, a QoE evaluation model was established. 
Particle swarm optimization algorithm is used to select the 
optimal video transmission rate, and then analyze the node 
transmission capacity and node matching degree, so as to select 
the transmission path for the service and ensure the reliable 
transmission of the service. The experimental results show that 
this method can effectively improve the utilization of network 
resources and reduce network congestion while enhancing the 
quality of user experience. Literature [7] proposed a video 
distribution method based on random linear network coding. 
The source node uses RLNC to segment the video files to be 
distributed, and the encoded data pieces are distributed to 
mobile devices on the road. After receiving the data slice, each 
mobile device will re encode and distribute it to other devices. 
When the device receives a certain amount of linearly 
independent data, it will decode the data slice to obtain the 
original data. Three strategies are designed: mode switching, 
wireless access point selection, and active re coding to reduce 
the delay of video distribution. Experimental results show that 
this method has higher distribution efficiency. 

From the above analysis, we can see that the existing 
methods improve the video distribution effect to a certain 
extent. In order to further improve the video quality, reduce the 
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number of video blocks, and improve the video transcoding 
rate, this paper proposes a personalized VR short video content 
distribution algorithm based on artificial neural network. The 
main research contents of this method are as follows: 

1) Solve the problem of VR short video cache reuse by 

reasonably deploying and placing VR short video files. 

2) The drift error adaptive fast video transcoder transcodes 

the buffered high bit rate VR short video stream to generate a 

low bit rate video stream to meet the needs of different network 

bandwidth. 

3) Improve the video distribution model, generate a 

multicast distribution tree, and conduct personalized 

distribution of VR short video content to effectively reduce 

bandwidth loss and response delay, so as to minimize the 

distribution cost. 

III. VR SHORT VIDEO PREPROCESSING 

A. Video Compression 

In recent years, with the development of artificial neural 
network theory and technology, its application in video 
compression has gradually attracted people's attention. 
Compared with some traditional compression methods, the 
artificial neural network technology [8, 9] has good fault 
tolerance, self-organization and adaptability. Therefore, it is 
not necessary to use some predetermined data coding algorithm 
in the video compression process, but can independently 
complete the video compression completely according to the 
information characteristics of the video itself. BP neural 
network [10] is a typical and commonly used network structure 
in artificial neural network. This paper mainly introduces a 
video compression method based on BP neural network. 

BP neural network refers to a multilayer feedforward 
network using BP algorithm. Fig. 1 is a simple feedforward 
network, which consists of an input layer, an output layer and a 

hidden layer (middle layer). Where, zhw
 and vhw

 are the 
weighted values between the input layer and the intermediate 
layer (hidden layer), hidden layer and output layer respectively. 
The neurons in the hidden layer and the output layer first sum 
the input signals of the previous layer by weighting, and then 
perform the pre specified transformation to generate the output 
signals. The output of the hidden layer neurons is also 
connected to the output layer neurons by weighting. 

Let the input vector of the network be 
 1 2, ,..., nZ z z z

, 

where n  represents the number of neurons in the input layer. 
The transformation function adopted by neurons is: 
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Fig. 1. Multilayer forward network. 

The output vector corresponding to Z  is 

 1 2, ,..., mV v v v
, where m  represents the number of 

neurons in the output layer. If the expected output of the 

network is required to be 
 1 2, ,..., mF f f f

, the error 
function can be defined as: 
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In the formula, ijf
 represents the network training speed; 

ijv
 represents the network convergence rate. 

The BP algorithm uses the gradient descent method to 
adjust the network weight to reduce the above error function, 
namely: 
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In the formula, 
 n

 represents the approximation error 

of the neural network; 
 E n

 represents the difference 
function between the actual output and the expected output; 

  
 represents generalization capability of neural network; 

  represents the weight adjustment rate, usually

0.01 1  . 

The general weight adjustment formula is: 
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In the formula, ijG
 represents the weight correction from 

the i -th node of a layer to the 
j

-th node of the next layer; 

vH
 represents the output of the node; ijE

 represents the 

endpoint equivalent error of node i  and node 
j

, which is 
equivalent back transmitted from the error of the output layer: 

 v i iv f   
  (5) 

In the formula, iv
 represents that node i  is located in the 

output layer; if  represents that node i  is in hidden layer. 

For a VR short video with N  frame, when BP neural 
network is used for compression, the number of neurons in the 

input and output layers of the network is required to be 
2n , 

while the number of neurons in the hidden layer is much less 
than that in the input layer. When VR short video is transmitted 
in the network, the state of each neuron in the hidden layer, as 
some transformation result of the input information, must 
contain some information of the original VR short video. 
Therefore, when the output unit can reproduce the original VR 
short video, it can be considered that the output of hidden layer 
neurons is the compression result of the original input VR short 
video. Fig. 2 describes the VR short video compression process 
[11].

 
B. Video Cache 

This section will focus on solving the problem of VR short 
video, and solve the problem of VR short video cache reuse by 
reasonably deploying and placing VR short video files. After 
the VR short video compression is completed in Section 2.1, 
determine the execution mode of the VR short video cache file 
and whether the cache location is appropriate [12]. 

Suppose user videos are stored in K  clusters, 

 1 1 1

1 2 1 2, ,..., ,..., , ,...,r r r

L LK k k k k k k
, where 

i

lk
 represents 

the VR short video file l  stored in user cache 
ik . Update VR 

short video files and store them in each blank cache. Among 

them, cluster member 
i

lk
 only stores some files in the VR 

short video library. Due to storage restrictions, these files 
cannot contain all VR short video files. Therefore, it is 

expected to deploy more file contents in 
i

lk
 and cache and 

reuse them. 

For each cluster, selecting the video file to update is also an 

important issue. In each cluster, cluster file library pL
 

represents all video file records in the cluster, and 

1 2 ,...,p lL z z z  
 represents an independent cluster 

popularity distribution. On this basis, collect the VR short 
video file statistics cached by the whole cluster members in the 
cluster, and then update the missing videos. It is not difficult to 
find out which VR short video files are missing in the cluster 
according to the VR short video file statistics [13]. 

At the same time, considering the problem of video storage 
capacity, the storage formula of VR short video files is 
expressed as: 

, 1, 2,...,f mV Z C m M  
 (6) 

Among them, the maximum possibility of updating the 
number of VR short video files is as follows: 

max mM C  
  (7) 

Therefore, to update the VR short video file library pL
, 

assume that each file requested to be updated is equal to: 

 max,
pL pp L M   

 (8) 
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Fig. 2. VR short video compression process. 
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In the video cache, the most popular VR short video file 

pL
, which is not in the original cluster, may be selected to 

offset the request. At the same time, a popular VR short video 
file is arranged and stored in the cluster head and the cluster 
center to facilitate user access and make the user's viewing 
experience better and smoother. And through constant iteration 
and change, users can obtain the latest VR short video 
information without requiring additional micro cache or 
auxiliary devices to simplify VR short video cache. 

C. Video Transcoding 

It is one of the most important applications of VR short 
video transcoding to generate low bit rate video streams to 
meet the needs of different network bandwidth [14]. Generally, 
the simplest and most direct way to realize VR short video 
transcoding is to use the so-called full decoding and full 
encoding scheme, that is, first decode the encoded video stream 
to generate a video sequence, and then re encode them to 
generate a new video stream. Because the recoding process 
requires a very complex motion estimation and mode selection 
process, this scheme is difficult to achieve real-time video 
transcoding, which greatly limits the practical application of 
this scheme. 

To solve these problems, researchers have proposed various 
video transcoding structures, among which the most influential 
are the so-called open loop structure and closed loop structure. 
The open loop structure and the closed loop structure 
completely reuse the macroblock mode and motion vector 
information in the original bitstream, so there is no need for 
high complexity motion estimation and mode selection. 
Among them, the open-loop structure can directly transcode in 
the compressed domain (DCT domain) [15]. The transcoding 
speed is very fast, but due to the existence of drift error, the 
transcoded video frames are seriously distorted. The closed-
loop structure introduces a closed loop in the encoding part to 
eliminate drift error, which basically eliminates the impact of 
drift error on the video quality after transcoding. However, the 
introduction of a closed loop also increases the complexity of 
the transcoder, making the speed of the closed-loop structure 
lower than that of the open loop structure. To solve these 
problems, this paper designs a fast video transcoder with drift 
error adaptive. 

The closed loop for eliminating drift error in the closed-
loop video transcoder can be divided into two parts, in which 
the part before the error buffer input completes the 
accumulation of drift error; the part after the error buffer output 

completes the drift error compensation. Suppose Y  is the DCT 
coefficient obtained by decoding in the original code stream, 

and W  is the DCT coefficient obtained by error compensation 

operation. The new quantized DCT coefficient T  obtained by 
quantization operation is obtained as follows: 

 
2

2

Y W
T

Q




   (9) 

In the formula, 
2Q

 represents quantization operation. If 
20 Y W Q  

, then the non-zero error W  does not affect 

the value of T . Therefore, if a threshold   is given in 
advance, the error compensation operation can be determined 

according to the size of error W  and threshold  . Based on 
this idea, this paper proposes the working principle of the drift 
error adaptive fast video transcoder as shown in Fig. 3 [16]. 
For VR short video stream, there are three different types of 

coded video frames ( A  frame, B  frame and C  frame). The 
transcoder of this structure operates as follows: 

1) The current transcoding video is A  frame: no error 

compensation operation is required, but error accumulation 

operation is required. 

2) The current transcoding video is a B  frame: error 

compensation and error accumulation operations are required, 

but error compensation for B  frame is performed in blocks. 

3) The current transcoding video is C  frame: in order to 

speed up the transcoder, C  frame requires neither error 

compensation nor error accumulation. 
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Fig. 3. Working principle diagram of video transcoder. 
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IV. VR SHORT VIDEO DISTRIBUTION ALGORITHM 

CONSIDERING COST OPTIMIZATION 

The development of video applications has put forward 
higher requirements for video distribution in terms of real-time, 
mobility and interactivity. How to efficiently distribute video, 
alleviate the contradiction between bandwidth pressure and 
response delay, and reduce the cost of video distribution has 
become a difficult and hot spot in video distribution application 
research. Based on the above video compression, video 
caching and video transcoding results, this section proposes a 
cost optimized VR short video distribution method. This 
method can effectively reduce the bandwidth loss and response 
delay, thus minimizing the allocation cost. In the process of 
video distribution, a multicast distribution tree is built to realize 
the communication and video distribution between the source 
server and the proxy server. 

A. Video Distribution Model 

In the VR short video distribution framework, it mainly 
includes source server, proxy server and relay server. This 
article assumes that the source server stores all video streaming 
media, and each proxy server manages at least one area. Users 
can request and download videos from proxies that are closer 
to them. In order to meet the needs of users, a VR short video 
distribution method combining active distribution and passive 
distribution is adopted. The VR short video distribution model 
is shown in Fig. 4. 

In Fig. 4: 0 represents the source server, 1 represents the 
relay server, 2 represents the request server, and 3 and 4 
represent the proxy server. The directed bold line segment in 
the figure represents the VR short video distribution process; 
the directed virtual line segment represents the process that the 
proxy server sends a request to the source server when there is 
no video requested by the user; the black directed solid line 
represents the distribution link. 

As shown in Fig. 4, when a user sends a video streaming 
media request to the local proxy server, the source server 
quantifies the video based on the user's interest in the video. 

H  represents the maximum number of requests for video 
streaming media in the streaming media distribution system, 

H  represents the number of requests for video streaming 
media from the proxy server, and the source server quantifies 
the user's interest in video streaming media in the proxy server 

through the 
/H H   ratio. 

In the active video distribution strategy, the source server 
distributes the video streaming media through the multicast 
distribution tree, and caches it to some proxy servers according 
to the quantitative proportion. The user directly obtains the 
video content from the proxy server. The passive video 
distribution strategy aims at sending video access requests to 
the proxy server by users, but when they fail to hit, the proxy 
server sends video requests to the source server. According to 
the received video request, the source server distributes the 
video to the request proxy server through the multicast 
distribution tree, and then forwards it to the requesting user. In 
the process of multicast distribution, some relay proxy servers 

can be added to minimize the cost of video distribution. VR 
short video distribution can effectively reduce user access 
delay and bandwidth loss. 

B. Multicast Distribution Tree 

With the rapid increase of types and quantities of VR short 
videos, users have put forward higher requirements for network 
bandwidth and access delay. In the process of VR short video 
distribution, this paper comprehensively considers the impact 
of personalized demand, link bandwidth and delay on the video 
distribution cost. In the VR short video distribution model, the 
source server distributes the video to the proxy server by 
building a multicast distribution tree. During the construction 
of multicast distribution tree, based on the 4VR short video 
distribution model shown in Fig. 4, some relay servers can be 
added to minimize the video distribution cost. The multicast 
distribution tree model is shown in Fig. 5, where node 0 
represents the source server, node 1, 3, 6, 7, 8 represents the 
proxy server, and node 2, 4, 5 represents the relay proxy server. 
The directed line segment between two points represents the 
communication link between servers. The number on the 
directed line segment represents the link cost when bandwidth 
and delay are considered comprehensively. In this paper, we 
want to find an optimized video distribution path from the 
source server to the proxy servers to minimize the cost of video 
distribution. 

C. VR Short Video Distribution Cost Minimization Algorithm 

In the process of VR short video distribution, the problem 
of cost minimization is proposed for satisfying users' best 
experience of video requests and minimizing distribution costs. 
The performance of the video distribution network discussed in 
this paper does not calculate the delay and bandwidth cost 
between the proxy server and the end user. Since users request 
video from proxy servers in their regions, access time and 
bandwidth costs will not be affected by video copy allocation. 

1 Relay server

0 Source server

3 Proxy server

4 Proxy server

2 Request server

User
 

Fig. 4. VR short video distribution model. 
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of multicast distribution tree model. 
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The video in the source server is divided into 


 different 
video streaming objects. Each video streaming media object is 

represented by the symbol U , so the video streaming media 

object set is 
 1 2, ,...,U u u u

. The storage limit of each 

proxy server is aI
, and a  represents the number of video 

streaming media objects requested by proxy server a . During 

the active distribution of VR short videos, a  represents the 

degree of interest of users in proxy server a  in video 

streaming media objects, and a  represents whether proxy 

server a  caches video streaming media objects: 

1,

0,
a

a U

a U



 

    (10) 

In the formula, 1 shows that the video object is actively 
distributed to the proxy server; 0 that the video object is 
passively distributed to the proxy server. 

The cost function of VR short video distribution delay is as 
follows: 

 
1 1

1
n m

i

a a t

a i

C k d
 

  
 (11) 

In the formula, td
 represents the unit retrieval delay of the 

proxy server for video streaming media objects. 

The bandwidth cost function of VR short video distribution 
is as follows: 

 
2

2

1 1

n m

a ai aj

a i

C  
 

 
  (12) 

In the formula, ai
 represents the size of the video 

streaming media object; aj
 represents the unit bandwidth of 

the video streaming media object requested by the proxy server. 

When bandwidth and delay are considered at the same time, 

coefficients 1  and 2  are used to balance the delay and 
bandwidth costs to meet the needs of multiple applications and 
systems. Therefore, the cost minimization function of VR short 
video distribution is as follows: 

' 2

min 1 2a aC C C  
  (13) 

The constraints of formula (13) are as follows: 

, 1

n
i

a i

a i

k 



   (14) 

maxaj 
   (15) 

1 20.1 1;0.1 1    
  (16) 

1 2 1  
   (17) 

Formula (14) is the storage capacity limit of the proxy 
server. Formula (15) indicates that the link bandwidth between 
the proxy server and the video streaming media object cannot 
exceed the maximum bandwidth between two points. Formulas 

(16) and (17) are the constraints of balance coefficients 1  and 

2 . 

This paper summarizes the problem of minimizing the 
distribution cost of VR short video, that is, giving the size of 
different video streaming media objects and the number of 
video streams requested, whether there is an allocation strategy 
to minimize the total cost in formula (13), and whether the 
video capacity stored in the proxy server is full of formula (14), 
the size of the link bandwidth meets formula (15), and the 
relationship between the balance coefficients meets the 
restrictions of formulas (16) and (17). 

V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

In order to verify the application effect of personalized VR 
short video content distribution algorithm based on artificial 
neural network, experimental analysis is carried out. The 
methods in literature [5] and literature [6] are used as 
comparison methods and compared with the proposed methods. 

A. Experimental Samples and Indicators 

In the simulation experiment, the experimental hardware 
platform is Pentium IV 2.4GHz CPU with 8GB of memory. 
The experimental data comes from the COIN (Comprehensive 
Interactive Video Analysis), an open-source tutorial video 
dataset, which contains 11827 tutorial videos involving 180 
tasks in 12 fields of daily life. Video test sequences are selected 
from this dataset, all of which are standard test sequences. 
When analyzing the performance of simulation results, this 
paper uses Matlab software to convert the experimental data 
comparison into specific images, which provides strong 
evidence for the conclusions of this paper. 

When comparing the proposed method with traditional 
methods, the following three performance indicators are 
mainly considered: 

1) Stuck times: the number of times a video stream is stuck 

during transmission and playback. 

2) PSNR: A function of the square difference of pixels 

between the original video file and the received video file, 

which is a standard objective indicator to measure the video 

picture quality. 

3) Transcoding rate: it can directly reflect the complexity 

of video transcoding and indirectly reflect the rate of video 

distribution. 

B. Analysis of Experimental Results 

1) Stuck times: The comparison results of the stuck times 

of the methods in literature [5], literature [6] and the proposed 

method in the video distribution process are shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison results of stuck times. 

2) PSNR: The PSNR comparison results of literature [5] 

method, literature [6] method and the proposed method are 

shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. Comparison results of PSNR. 

3) Transcoding rate: Fig. 8 shows the video transcoding 

rate comparison results of three different methods. 
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Fig. 8. Transcoding rate comparison results. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

Through the above experiments, conclusions can be drawn 
as follows: 

1) As shown in Fig. 6, the number of video clicks of the 

proposed method is always less than six times, while the 

maximum number of clicks of the method in literature [5] 

reaches 20 times, and the maximum number of clicks of the 

method in literature [6] reaches 19 times. Compared with 

traditional methods, the proposed method can provide users 

with a higher quality user experience during video distribution, 

that is, improve the video quality level of users when the video 

is played smoothly. This is because the design method can 

select the most popular VR short video files not in the original 

cluster in the video cache to offset the request. At the same 

time, the copies of popular VR short video files are stored in 

the cluster header to facilitate user access, thus making the 

user's viewing experience smoother. 

2) It can be seen from Fig. 7 that although the PSNR 

values of the three methods have an overall improvement trend, 

the variation range of the methods in literature [5] and 

literature [6] is small. The PSNR value of this method is high, 

with a large increase, up to 0.5, indicating that the average 

video quality level obtained by users is high, indicating that the 

video distribution quality is high. The reason for this result is 

that the design method uses BP neural network to compress the 

original video and determine the implementation mode and 

cache location of VR short video cache files; Convert and 

cache high bit rate VR short video streams to generate low bit 

rate video streams, which not only meets the needs of different 

network bandwidth, but also improves the PSNR value. 

3) It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the video transcoding 

speed of this method is significantly higher than that of [5] and 

[6], and the maximum can reach 92%. There are two main 

reasons for this result: on the one hand, the new coding 

coefficients and drift errors in the conversion encoder structure 

are calculated mainly through look-up tables rather than 

complex multiplication and division operations, which greatly 

reduces the overhead of the converter and improves the speed 

of the converter; On the other hand, the improvement of the 

speed of fast transcoding structure also comes from the 

selective error compensation operation of video frames. If the 

error compensation operation is performed, the table lookup 

structure cannot be used to calculate new coding coefficients 

and drift errors. Instead, the table lookup structure can be used 

to perform corresponding operations. It can be seen that the 

adaptive drift error control method greatly reduces the 

complexity of video frame transcoding, and can also improve 

the speed of video transcoding. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In order to meet the requirements of high quality and low 
delay in short video development and reduce network load, this 
paper proposes a personalized distribution algorithm of VR 
short video content based on artificial neural network. Firstly, 
the original video is compressed by BP neural network, and the 
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implementation method and cache location of VR short video 
cache file are determined; Secondly, the cached high bit rate 
VR short video streams are converted to generate low bit rate 
video streams to meet the needs of different network 
bandwidth; Third, establish a video distribution model, and 
build a multicast distribution tree based on this model, that is, 
add some relay servers; Finally, the minimum allocation cost 
of VR short video is realized through the algorithm of 
minimizing the allocation cost of VR short video. The 
experimental results show that the video blocking times of this 
method are always less than six times, which effectively 
reduces the video blocking times. The PSNR value is high, the 
increase is large, up to 0.5, and the video transcoding rate is 
improved, up to 92%. The application effect of this method is 
fully verified, which shows that it has certain application value. 
However, in the process of experimental analysis, the design 
method has not been compared with other more methods, and 
there are still some deficiencies. In the next research process, 
supplementary research will be carried out to further improve 
the application effect of this method. 
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